
Small Electrics



SMEG 
TECHNOLOGY WITH STYLE

For more than 65 years, SMEG, founded in 1948 in Guastalla, 
Emilia Romagna, the kingdom of good food and the Italian way 
of life, has given itself the task of interpreting the demands of 
contemporary living to create domestic appliances capable of 
going beyond the mere practical necessities, becoming style icons.

Thanks to incredible attention to quality, technological content, 
functionality, aesthetics, and ergonomics, SMEG, “Made in Italy,” 
has become a point of excellence which proudly exports creativity, 
style, and Italian passion all over the world.
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THE NEW ICONS OF 
THE DOMESTIC SPACE

SMEG’s ‘50s Retro Style line was born from the fusion of 
technology and aesthetics, functionality and evocation of 
the unmistakable shapes and atmosphere of ‘50s style.
Rounded and retro lines and colors are reinterpreted with a 
modern twist to become protagonists of the kitchen.
From the iconic FAB28 fridge, to the latest generation of 

Small Domestic Appliances, the ‘50s Retro Style line is 
composed of unique, versatile, anti-conformist products, 
and is dedicated to those who love being surrounded by 
objects with a strong character, without losing sight of high-
quality performance.
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EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
UNMISTAKEABLE STYLE

UNIQUE/DISTINCTIVE COLORS, inspired by retro 
styling, which coordinate perfectly with the refrigerators 
and other products from the same line.
REFINED ELEMENTS such as the control knob, the shape 
of the base, and the logo with its strong characters, link all 
of the products in the line.

SOFT AND SINUOUS SHAPES from units made out of 
metal that are carefully varnished.
WHITE LED LIGHTS further enhance the elegance and 
functionality of the toaster, blender, and kettle when in use.
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THE PERFECT ALLIES 
IN THE KITCHEN
Give your creativity in the kitchen an outlet with the SMEG stand 
mixer and blender. With their sinuous lines and various colors, 
they are kitchen must-haves for those who love objects of polished 
design.
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A cake to offer to your friends, the unique scent of home baked 
bread, fresh pasta that will amaze your dinner guests. With the 
SMEG ‘50s Retro Style stand mixer, recipes take shape thanks to 
a reliable, robust, and efficient assistant.

STAND MIXER
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Metal body
The robust metal structure of the stand mixer 
reduces vibrations to a minimum, to work in 
total safety.

Stainless steel bowl
The ample 4.8 L stainless steel bowl with 
ergonomic handle enables small and large 
quantities of mixtures to be prepared, 
augmenting any recipe.

Variable speed control
10 ADJUSTABLE SETTINGS guarantee the 
greatest versatility in the preparation stages. The 
numbers printed alongside the lever suggest the 
correct speed based on the hook in use.
Additionally, the SMOOTH START function 
prevents the ingredients from coming out when 
the machine is started at a reduced speed.

Planetary movement
Optimum planetary rotation is the best 
guarantee to obtain a homogeneous, 
perfectly amalgamated mixture.

Accessories offer possibilities
SMEG offers many possibilities, including the 
use of ACCESSORIES which are inserted on 
the front, and will enable you to cut or stretch 
fresh pasta.COOK IN COLOR

Red
SMF01RDUS

Cream
SMF01CRUS

Black
SMF01BLUS

Pastel Blue
SMF01PBUS

Silver
SMF01SVUS

Stand Mixer
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FEATURES

Planetary action
Direct drive motor
800 W
Variable speed control (10 speeds with Smooth 
Start Function)
Front accessory port attachment for optionals
Safety lock when mixing head tilted up
 
Die-cast aluminum body material
Zinc-alloy base material
Stainless steel lever material
Built-in cord wrap
Anti-slip feet 

Included accessories:
Stainless steel wire whisk
Aluminum flat beater
Aluminum dough hook
4.8 L highly-polished stainless steel bowl 
w/ergonomic handle
Pouring shield

CAPACITIES 

White eggs max 12/ min 3
Cake dough max 2.8 Kg/ 99 Oz
Bread/pizza/pasta dough max 1.3 Kg/ 46 Oz
Whipped cream max 1L/ 32 Oz

SMF01 - Stand Mixer
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PASTA ROLLER
Thanks to the control knob, it is possible to select up to 
10 different lengths in the rollers to stretch the dough 
into sheets 140mm wide. Chrome steel.

FETTUCCINE CUTTER
With this accessory it is possible to cut fettuccine 6mm 
wide. Chrome steel.

TAGLIOLINI CUTTER
A useful tool to very easily produce tagliolini 1.5mm 
wide. Chrome steel.

SPAGHETTI CUTTER
With the spaghetti attachment, it is possible to transform 
fresh sheets into spaghetti just 2mm in diameter. Chrome 
steel.

ACCESSORIES SET
3-part set: pasta roller, tagliolini cutter, and fettuccine 
cutter. Chrome steel.

Optional accessories can be purchased separately.The standard accessories are included in the package for 
the SMF01 models, but can also be ordered separately.

ANTI-SPRAY POURING SHIELD
The pouring shield prevents splashes coming out, and, 
at the same time, its spout simplifies the addition of 
ingredients during mixing.

WIRE WHISK
Stainless steel wire whisk to whip up egg whites, yolks, 
and cream, and make custards and sauces.

FLAT BEATER
Aluminum flat beater to combine dense mixtures such as 
those for cakes, frosting, biscuits, and purées.

DOUGH HOOK
Aluminum dough hook to combine and mix leavened 
doughs, such as those for pasta and pizza, in the best 
possible way.

STAINLESS STEEL BOWL
4.8L polished stainless steel bowl with ergonomic 
handle. Dishwasher-safe.

Standard Accessories

SMPS01
Anti-spray 

pouring shield

Optional Accessories

SMTC01
Tagliolini
Cutter

SMSC01
Spaghetti
Cutter

SMPC01
Accessories Set

SMPR01
Pasta
Roller

SMFC01
Fettuccine
Cutter

SMWW01
Wire 

Whisk

SMFB01
Flat 

Beater

SMDH01
Dough 
Hook

SMB401
Stainless 

Steel Bowl 
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BLENDER

At breakfast for a healthy fruit and yogurt smoothie, 
after a workout to revitalize yourself with a refreshing drink,
at lunch to prepare a quick and simple velouté, the SMEG blender 
perfectly mixes ingredients of different consistencies, to accompany 
each moment of the day.
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Black
BLF01BLUS

Red
BLF01RDUS

Silver
BLF01SVUS

Cream
BLF01CRUS

Pastel Blue
BLF01PBUS

MIX IN COLOR

Die-cast aluminum body
Robust and stable, with anti-slip feet and built-
in cord wrap.

Stainless steel dual blades
Removable blades, adjustable to 4 speeds 
(Max 18000 rotations per minute), which 
guarantee the desired degree of mixing.

3 pre-set programs
ICE CRUSH to crush ice cubes, SMOOTHIE 
to produce dense and creamy textures, PULSE 
to increase the speed of the blender to your 
liking by pressing a button.

Motor with Smooth Start function 
and safety lock
The SMOOTH START function begins 
slowly, to facilitate the amalgamation of the 
ingredients, and then accelerates to reach the 
selected speed. Safety lock feature prevents 
the blades from moving when the blender jug 
is not properly fitted.

Light, easy-to-clean jug with dishwasher-safe 
lid, measuring cup, and anti-splash spout.

Tritan  BPA-Free jug

Blender

™
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BLF01 - blender

FEATURES

800 W (Max 18000 rpm)
Motor with Smooth Start function
Pre-set programs: ice crush, smoothie, pulse
4 Speeds
1.5 L/48 Oz/ 6 Cups Tritan™ BPA-free jug
Transparent lid with measuring cup
Stainless steel dual blades, detachable
 
Die-cast aluminum body material
Safety lock prevents blades from moving 
when blender jug is removed
Overload motor protection
Backlit chrome knob
Built-in cord wrap
Anti-slip feet
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BREAKFAST SET
The warmth of a cup of tea, the smell of bread freshly toasted to 
the point of perfection, the combination of favorite colors and 
flavors: a breakfast prepared with a touch of style and geniality is 
a pleasure for the palate, but also for the eyes and the soul.
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In its shapes, the SMEG toaster combines ergonomics, 
functionality, and aesthetic balance. Breakfast, lunch, brunch, 
or just snacking - when you fall in love with the SMEG ‘50s 
Style toaster, you’ll find every available excuse to use it. 

TOASTER
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Black
TSF02BLUS

Pastel Blue
TSF02PBUS

Cream
TSF02CRUS

Red
TSF02RDUS

Chrome
TSF02SSUS

TOAST IN COLOR

4-Slice Toaster

Multi-function interface
REHEAT to heat toast or slices of bread, 
or to continue toasting if the result was not 
satisfactory, DEFROST to thaw frozen slices of 
bread, and BAGEL to only brown one side of 
the bread without toasting the other.

2 large compartments 
Self-centering racks in the compartments 
to ensure even toasting of slices of bread, 
whatever size they may be. 

Practical accessories
Sandwich racks facilitate the heating of the 
bread with desired filling, while the bun 
warmer heats paninis, focaccia, or brioche, 
and serves them warm direct to the table.

Automatic pop-up
When the selected toasting time has finished, 
the slices pop up automatically.

Crumb tray
Polished stainless steel tray, removable for 
easy cleaning.
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FEATURES

1500 W
2 extra-wide slots (36mm each)
6 browning levels
3 pre-set programs: Reheat, Defrost, Bagel
Automatic centering racks
Automatic pop-up
Polished stainless steel crumb tray
 
Powder-coated steel body
Stainless steel ball lever knob 
Backlit chrome knob with white LED
Built-in cord wrap
Anti-slip feet

TSF02 - 4-Slice Toaster

Optional Accessories

TSSR02
2-piece sandwich racks

TSBW02
Bun warmer
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Red
TSF01RDUS

Cream
TSF01CRUS

Black
TSF01BLUS

Chrome
TSF01SSUS

Pastel Green
TSF01PGUS

Pink
TSF01PKUS

Pastel Blue
TSF01PBUS

TOAST IN COLOR

2-Slice Toaster

Multi-function interface
REHEAT to heat toast or slices of bread, 
or to continue toasting if the result was not 
satisfactory, DEFROST to thaw frozen slices of 
bread, and BAGEL to only brown one side of 
the bread without toasting the other.

2 large compartments 
Self-centering racks in the compartments 
to ensure even toasting of slices of bread, 
whatever size they may be. 

Practical accessories
Sandwich racks facilitate the heating of the 
bread with desired filling, while the bun 
warmer heats paninis, focaccia, or brioche, 
and serves them warm direct to the table.

Automatic pop-up
When the selected toasting time has finished, 
the slices pop up automatically.

Crumb tray
Polished stainless steel tray, removable for 
easy cleaning.
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FEATURES

950 W
2 extra-wide slots (36mm/1.4”each)
6 browning levels
3 pre-set programs: Reheat, Defrost, Bagel
Automatic centering racks
Automatic pop-up
Polished stainless steel crumb tray
 
Powder-coated steel-body
Stainless steel ball lever knob 
Backlit chrome knob with white LED
Built-in cord wrap
Anti-slip feet

TSF01 - 2-Slice Toaster

Optional Accessories

TSSR01
2-piece sandwich racks

TSBW01
Bun warmer
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With its mix of technology and slightly retro style, the ‘50s Retro 
Style kettle makes every moment special, from breakfast to 
afternoon tea, from a quick break to relaxing in the evening. It 
boils water quickly, precisely and efficiently.

KETTLE
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Black
KLF02BLUS

Red
KLF02RDUS

Creme
KLF02CRUS

Pastel Blue
KLF02PBUS

Polished Steel
KLF02SSUS

Pastel Green
KLF02PGUS

Pink
KLF02PKUS

HEAT IN COLOR

Variable temperature
kettle

7 temperature levels
It is possible to regulate the temperature from 
50°C to 100°C, depending on what you 
want to heat the water for.

Soft opening
Gentle opening when you push the lid in the 
designated place.

Limescale filter
Removable and washable stainless steel filter 
that filters out natural limescale present on 
water.

Keep warm option
A function that enables the water to be kept at 
the selected temperature up to 20 minutes.

1.7L capacity, 7 cups

Stainless steel body

360  swivel base°
Base with non-slip feet including electrical 
connection and a safety system that, in the 
absence of water, interrupts the operation of 
the unit.
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KLF02 - variable 
temperature kettle

FEATURES

2400 W
7 temperature levels (50°C - 100°C)
Water level indicator
Keep Warm function
Jug capacity 1.7 L / 7 cups
Soft Opening lid system
Removable stainless steel limescale filter
 
Auto shut-off at 100°C
Safety auto shut-off without water
360° swivel base
Built-in cord wrap
Anti-slip feet
 
Stainless steel powder-coated body
Stainless steel ball lever knob
Stainless steel spout 
Chrome handle
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Black
KLF01BLUS

Red
KLF01RDUS

Pastel Green
KLF01PGUS

Cream
KLF01CRUS

Polished Steel
KLF01SSUS

Pink
KLF01PKUS

Pastel Blue
KLF01PBUS

HEAT IN COLOR

Kettle

Soft opening
Gentle opening when you push the lid in the 
designated place.

Limescale filter
Removable and washable stainless steel filter 
that filters out natural limescale present on 
water.

1.7L capacity, 7 cups

Stainless steel body

Base with non-slip feet including electrical 
connection and a safety system that, in the 
absence of water, interrupts the operation of 
the unit.

360  swivel base°
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FEATURES

2400 W
Jug capacity 1.7 Lt /7 cups
Soft Opening lid system
Water level indicator
Stainless steel removable limescale filter
 
Auto shut-off at 100°C
Safety auto shut-off without water
360° swivel base
Built-in cord wrap
Anti-slip feet
 
Stainless steel powder-coated body
Stainless steel ball lever knob 
Stainless steel spout material 
Chrome handle

KLF01 - kettle
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TECHNICAL DATA
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    Rating (W)

Voltage(V)/
Frequency
(Hz)

Net 
Weight
(Kg/Ibs) Plug

Case
Pack

Cable 
Length
(mm/In)

Dimensions
(mm/In)

Stand Mixer
SMF01

Blender 
BLF01                 

 
4-Slice 
Toaster
TSF02

2-Slice
Toaster
TSF01

Variable T.
Kettle
KLF02

Kettle 
KLF01

    Cream        Red       Black       Pink  Pastel Blue  Pastel Green
Chrome
Polished steel*

TECHNICAL DATACOLOR AND EAN CODES

     Silver

SMF01CREU 
8017709196905

SMF01RDEU 
8017709196943

SMF01BLEU 
8017709196981

          ---

 

SMF01PBEU 
8017709198138

              ---

 

          ---

 

BLF01CREU  
8017709197100

BLF01RDEU  
8017709197148

BLF01BLEU  
8017709197209

          ---

 

BLF01PBEU  
8017709198176

              ---

 

          ---

 

TSF02CREU  
8017709190712

TSF02RDEU   
8017709190750

TSF02BLEU  
8017709190798

          ---

 

TSF02PBEU  
8017709190958

              ---

 

TSF02SSEU 
8017709190835

TSF01CREU  
8017709186920

TSF01RDEU  
8017709186968

TSF01BLEU  
8017709187002

TSF01PKEU 
8017709189013

TSF01PBEU 
8017709189099

TSF01PGEU 
8017709189051

TSF01SSEU  
8017709189136

KLF02CREU  
8017709197858

KLF02RDEU  
8017709197896

KLF02BLEU  
8017709197933

KLF02PKEU  
8017709198053

KLF02PBEU  
8017709198015

KLF02PGEU 
8017709198091

KLF02SSEU*  
8017709197971

KLF01CREU  
8017709197575

KLF01RDEU  
8017709197612

KLF01BLEU  
8017709197650

KLF01PKEU  
8017709197773

KLF01PBEU  
8017709197735

KLF01PGEU 
8017709197810

KLF01SSEU*  
8017709197698

    800 
 
 220-240/
 50

9,5 Schuko       1    1 378 (490 testa 
sollevata)x402x221

    800   220-240/
  50 

3,2 Schuko       1    1 397x197x163

  1500   220/
  50 

3,36 Schuko       1    1 215x394 (410 leva 
attivazione inclusa)
x208

    950   220/
  50 

2,45 Schuko       1    1 198x310 (325 leva 
attivazione inclusa)
x195

  2400   220-240/
  50-60 

 1,8 Schuko       1    1 270x226x171

  2400   220-240/
  50-60 

1,6 Schuko       1    1 248x226x171
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EAN CODE ACCESSORIES

Dough hook
SMDH01 
8017709198862

Pasta roller
SMPR01 
8017709197063

2-piece sandwich 
racks fot TSF01
TSSR01 
8017709189334

Wire whisk
SMWW01 
8017709198886

Fettuccine cutter
SMFC01 
8017709197087

Bun warmer 
for TSF01
TSBW01 
8017709189358

Flat beater
SMFB01 
8017709198862

Tagliolini cutter
SMTC01 
8017709197070

2-piece sandwich 
racks for TSF02
TSSR02 
8017709189341

Stainless steel bowl
SMB401 
8017709202927

Spaghetti cutter
SMSC01 
8017709197094

Bun warmer 
for TSF02
TSBW02 
8017709189365

Anti-spray pouring 
shield
SMPS01 
8017709198893

Accessories set
SMPC01 
8017709198633

Stand Mixer standard accessories Toaster optional accessoriesStand Mixer optional accessories

Whereas every effort has been made to ensure that the information and images contained in our literature are correct at time of
printing, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications, nor does it constitute an offer

for sale of any particular product.




